Hydrocarbon Production

Integrate hydrocarbon production, maintenance, engineering, and planning.

Multiresource Maintenance Planning and Scheduling
Optimize planning and scheduling with integrated views of priorities, assets, and capacities.

Field Mobility
Eliminate or reduce the loop on field activities as they take place in the field, which enables back-office planning.

Field Activity Management
Integrate field logistics and distribution operations using a consolidated management plan to reduce field rework.

Field Logistics
Close the loop between execution of field logistics with service providers.

Hydrocarbon Production Management
Integrate hydrocarbon production, maintenance, engineering, and planning.

SAP Asset Manager
Provide a single office or access to customer Sites, maintenance plans, and schedules for a comprehensive solution.

SAP S/4HANA
Enable an end-to-end inventory management with asset management for oil and gas, and track and valuate of field equipment and tubular goods with streamlined and extended functionality.

Hydrocarbon Revenue Management
Streamline management hydrocarbon finance and revenue processes for your upstream company.

SAP Production and Revenue Accounting
Enable the report driver, which is a centralized, standardized tool used to submit most of tax, royalty, and production reports.

SAP Asset Manager
Provide a single office of access to customer Sites, maintenance plans, and schedules for a comprehensive solution.

SAP Upstream Operations Management
Gather operations data, including well and yard inventory, temperatures, and pressures which can then be analyzed to improve and optimize your producing assets.

Deferment Management
Capture and analyze production deferments for planning efficiency, fewer delays, and higher revenues.

Joint Venture Accounting
Increase visibility into joint ventures and production-sharing contracts for billing and reporting.

Production Forecasting and Scenario Planning
Develop and analyze anticipated results with production forecasting and scenario planning solutions.

Automated Data Collection and Validation
Streamlined automated data collection and validation for smooth operations.

Production Allocation
Determine actual production with integrated production allocation solutions.

Mobile Field Operations
Accelerate asset inspections and checks with a focus on measurement points and smaller services and repairs.

Deterrent Management
Combination of field control points for planning with an integrated view of priorities, assets, and capacities.

Productivity Planning and Scenario Planning
Streamline operations and business processes with production planning, and cost planning solutions.

Authorized for Expenditure
Manage spend and control for administrative and assets from inception through abandonment.

Revenue Accounting for Oil & Gas
Monitor revenue accounting for quantities and values, including individual ownership of hydrocarbons.

Interested?
Reach out with comments, questions, or feedback.
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